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ABSTRACT 

Phase-Locked Loop 

Receiver Characteristics 

_Steve Hiroyuki Ohta 

;Tanuary 1975 

In this paper an attempt is rr.Lade to obtain practical design 

techniques for carrier-tracking loops using the linear assumption. 

The bulk of the work is based on a statistical analysis of a linear 

m.odel, but a non-linear model is also provided for the first order 

loop. Suppressed carrier-tracking loop analyses are discussed in 

detail. 
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19 INTRODUCTION 

The basic concept of a phase-locked loop is not new. The 

origins of phase-locked control date back to the 1920's and 30's. 

The first widespread use of phase lock, however, was in TV receive· s 

to synchronize the horizontal and vertical sweep oscillators to the 

transmitted sync pulses. Shortly thereafter, Jaffee and Rechtin I lJ 

showed how a phase--locked loop could be used as a. tracking filter 

for a missile beacon, and how the loop parameters could best be 

specified. 

Lately, narrow~~band phase-locked receivers have proved to 

he of considerable benefit in h·acking weak satellite signals because 

of their superior noise immunity r 5, 6 J. 

Before the advent of monolithic integration, cost and com-

plexity considerations limited its use to precision measurements 

:requiring very narrow bandwidths. In the past few years, the 

advantages of monolithic integration have changed the phase-locked 

loop frorn a specialized design technique to a general-purpose 

building block t 7, 21 J. 

Today~ over a dozen different integrated phase-locked loop 

products are available from a nmnber of IC rnanufacturers. Some 

of these are designed as 1'general purpose'' circuits suitable for a 

multitude of uses. 

1-A. ~Pha_se-locked Lo~rinciple. -A phase-locked loop 

-----------'---------.J 
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·--------------
(P LL) contains three basic components (see Fig. 1-1): a phase com-

parator, a low pass filter, and a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). 

Detailed rnathematical analysis of the phase-locked loop is discussed 

in the next chapter. 

The basic principle of loop operation can be explained as 

follows: with no signal input, the VCO operates at a free-running 

frequency (VCO frequency), and the error voltage e{t) is zero. If an 

input signal s(t) is applied at the loop, the phase cornparator com-. 

pares the phase, and generates an error voltage that is the differenc 

of phase and frequency betv;reen two signalss This voltage is then 

filtered and applied to the VCOo The VCO converts voltage to fre-

1 quency in a linear fashion. This voltage applied to VCO forces the 

VCO frequency to vaTy in a direction that reduces the frequency 

difference between VCO and the input signal. If the input frequency 

is sufficiently close to the VCO frequency, the servo nature of the 

P LL constrains the VCO to lock with the incoming signal, and track 

it over small frequency variations. 

s(t) 
---<»1 

Input 
signal 

v{t) 

e(t) ,..fLow-pa-;;- ·1----t-..,_Output 
1 Filter signal 

I --, z(t) 1----l' vco _ _t-· -·------

Fig. 1-1. Block Diagram of Phase-locked Loop. 

The band of frequencies over which the P LL can acquire lock 

with an inco.rro.in_,_f{_signal is the capture rane;e (se~ Fig. 1-2). 

2 
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+ 

z(t) 0 

+ 
z(t) 0 

Increasing 
frequency 

lock range 

capture range 

Decreasing 
frequency 

Fig. 1-2. The typical phase-locked loop frequency-to-voltage 
transfer characteristics for increasing and 
decreasing input frequency. 

1-B. Application. -As a versatile building block, the PLL can be 

used for a wide range of applications. Some of the more important 

are the following: 

a. The PLL is utilized in the space transponder, which 

coherently transmits to Earth an RF carrier whose frequency is at a 

fixed ratio relative to that received from Earth. For example, in 

the S-band system, the frequency transmitted from Earth to the 

spacecraft (in the 2110 to 2120 MHz band) is tracked by means of a 

phase-locked loop, multiplied by the ratio 240/221 and transmitted 

to Earth [ 5, 6J. 

b. The PLL can be used as a frequency demodulator, to 

obtain quality demodulated out superior to that of a conventional 

discriminator [ 2, 6 J. 

c. Frequency-shift keyed (FSK) signals are used to transmit 

digital information over telephone lines. When the PLL is locked on 

1 
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I the inPut signal, tracking the shHts in the input frequency, converts 

I the frequency· shifts back to binary logic pulses [5, 6, 7, l0,13J. 

· d. Bit synchronization of PCM telernetry trans1nission is 

typically obtained by phase lock methods r 5, 6J. 

e. Signal conditioning can be obtained by the PLL, since VCO 

output duplicates the frequency of the desired input by greatly 

attenuating the noise, undesired sidebands and inte:rference pYesent 

at the input r 6' 7 J 20' 21 J. 

f. The PLL can be used to generate new frequencies from a 

stable reference source by either frequency multiplication and clivi-

sion, or by frequency translation [ 4 J. 

g. The PLL can be converted to a synchronous A:rv1 detector 

with the addition of a non-critical phase-shift network, an analog 

multiplier and a low pass filter [ 7, 8 J. 

h. The P LL can also be used to achieve very precise speed 

control 1·equired in many electromechanical systems, such as 

magnetic tape drives and disk or drum head drivers [ 7 J. 

Presently., PLL circuits are used in the relatively wide 

applications. 

1-C. _!ermi:nology of Phase-locked Lo~. - The following are the 

basic terms encour1tered in PLL literature. 

Capture Range - The band of frequencies in the vicinity of 

center frequency where the PLL can acquir 

..__ ______________ 1--'o'--c.=-k-~_w:._.....it~h_a_n_ input signal. The capture 
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Damping Factor -

Free-running Frequen-

range is always smaller than the lock rangei 

and is related to the low-pass filter band-

width (see Fig. 1-2). It is also known as 

the lock-in range or acquisition range. 

The ability of the PLL to respond quickly to 

an input frequency set without excessive 

overshoot. 

cy (center frequency) - This is the frequency at which the loop VCO 

cy 
operates when not locked to an input signal. 

I..ock Range - The range of frequencies in the vicinity of 

center frequency, over which the loop can 
I 

remain locked with an input signal (see Fig.l 

1-2). It is also known as the tracking range 

or hold-in range. 

Loop Gain~ The product of the d-e gains of all the PLL. 

I..oop Noise Bandwidth - A loop property related to damping and 

natural frequency which describes the effect 

ive bandwidth of the received signals. 

Low·-Pass FHter ( LPF) -A LPF in the loop which allows only d-e 

and low frequency voltages to travel around 

the loop. It controls the capture range and 

the noise and out-band signal rejection 

characteristics. 

5 



Natural Frequency -

Phase Detector -

Quadrature Phase 
Detector (QPD) -

I VGO Conversion Gain -

Voltage Controlled 
Oscillator (VCO) -

The characteristic frequency of the PLL. 

A device which compares the input and out-

. put of PLL signals, and produces an error 

voltage which depends upon their relative 

phase differences. It is also called phase 

comparator. A multiplier, or mixer, is 

often used as a phase detector. 

A phase detector operated in quadrature (90 I 

degrees out of phase} with the loop phase 

detector. It is used primarily for AM 

demodulation and lock detection. 

The conversion factor between VCO frequent 

cy and control voltage in radians /second/ I 
volt. 

An oscillator whose frequency is determine 

by an applied control voltage. 
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2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPT 

In this chapter, the basic equation governing the PLL is devel-

oped. The first analysis is based on the noise present in a sinusoidal 

input signal. This essentially follows the work of Jaffee and Rechtin 

and also Viterbi [3, 10]. 

2-A. Basic ~stern. - A basic block diagr-arn of a typical PLL is 

shown below. The input is assumed to be a. sinusoidal of the form 

[3, 4, 6J 

s(t) = A .J2 sin [ w t + Q(t)J 
0 

where A = rms voltage amplitude of x(t). 

w = frequency of the VCO when its input is shorted. 
0 

f}(t) =the input signal phase process. 

(2- 1) 

If the input signal is contaminated with white Gaussian noise 

(WGN) with zero mean and statistically independent to each other, 

the input signal and the noise becom.e additive. 

x(t) = s(t) + n(t) = A ..f2 sin [w t + B{t) J + n(t) 
0 

where WGN has the following statistical properties: 

and the spectral density is given by [9 J 

s (f) = s (f) = N /2 
n 1 n2. o 

and the autocorrelation is given by (see Fig. 2-2) 

R ('1") =' R (')-) = N ~(-a} /2 
n 1 n 2 o 

The signal input is multiplied by the VCO waveform* 

7 

(2- 2) 

(2- 3) 

(2- 4) 

(2- 5) 



r-------------------------~·----------------
v(t} = K 1 Jlcos[w

0
t + ~t)] 

A 

where 'fr(t) is the loop estimate of B{t) and K 
1 

is the rms output of the 

vco. 

s(tJ.e~-x__,_,(Q+ _ __j Loop -~--z(t) 

1 -LFilter F(s) eJ-
n(t) v(t} 

..------{+ 

Fig. 2-1. The Basic PLL. 

s {f) 
n 

(a) 

N 
0 

2 

R (I) 
n 

f -------+---------·~ 

{b) 

Fig. 2-2. White Noise. (a) Power spectrum; (b) Correlation function 

The results of this mt~ltiplication, the error voltage is 

., 
e(t) = s(t)v{t) = 2AK

1
sin{w t+B{t) )cos(w t+-&(t)) 

0 0 

A + 2K
1
(n

1
(t)cos w t+n

2
{t)sin w t)cos{w t+e{t)) 

0 0 . 0 

A A 
= AK 

1 
(sin(f}{t) -&{t) )+sin{2w 

0 
t+e-(t)+&{t)) 

~ A 
+ K

1
n

2
{t)sin{2w H-8-(t)) +K n

2
(t)cos{2w t+&(t}) (2- 7) 

0 1 . o I 
The tnultiplier and the loop filter remove the double frequency terms. 

For clarity 1 the :filter and m.ultiplie r are shown separately. The 

multiplier has some gain K , and hence, the actual output of the 
m 

phase detector is 

8 
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e(t) = AK
1

K sin ~(t) +I< K n 1(t} 
rn 1 m 

(2- s)] 
where n'(t) is also WGN and based on 

(2- 9) 

A 

The quantity (if(t) = &(t) - B-(t) is called the true phase error. 

The VCO output frequency is a linear function o£ its input. 

w (t) = w + K z(t) + .K e 
v 0 v v 

where K is the VCO gain in radians/volt-sec. 
v 

(2-10) 

Consequently, VCO output ca.n be written, omitting e for the present 1 

t 

&tt) = f Kv z(u) du 
0 

(2-11) 

One can write differential equations (DE) in a compact form by intro-

t dudng the Heaviside operator p = d/dt*i~, 

"' &{t) = I< z(t). 
v 

p 

Substitution fo:r z(t) yields 

" '6-{t) = K1KmK~ {A sin \l(t) + n'(t) } • 
p 

It is convenient to define the open-loop gain of the loop, 

(2-12) 

( 2-13) 

K = K K K (2-14) 
1 m v 

A 

and to substih1te "6- = & - CJ. This produces the characteristic equation 

which describes the dynamic behavior of the loop in the absence of 

*Note that x(t) and v{t) are really 90 degrees out of phase with one 
another. The input has been written as a sine, and the VCO output 
as a cosine. The two phase &{t) and ·fr{t) are referred to the quadra
ture references. 

I 

**Example: 1 [t p x(t) = 0 x(t)du then px(t) = x(t). _________ _j 
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noise; 

t1-(t) = !J(t) + AKF1£l 
p 

where once again 

I sin V1(t) + ~01 } 
1 A 

'B'·(t) :::: Input signal pha.se • 

.1\ 

{1. (t) = -&(t) - B-{t), phase error signal. 

A 

&(t) ::: Phase estimate generatE::d by the VCO. 

A = Input signal amplitude. 

K = Loop ga.in. 

F(p) = Transfer function of the loop filter. 

p :::: He:avisid-e ope:ra.to-r., p ::: d/dt. 

The loop order, L, 

L = m + 1 

where m = nurnber of poles in the loop filter transfer function. 

(2-15) 

I Unde:r the assumption that the phase error, -e-
1 

- -&
2

, is very small 

n(t) may be set equ.al to ze:wi.~, and then 

sin -&::: -&. 

The linearized version of (2-15) becomes 

&(t) ::: JL±_AKF (:el ';t·· ) 
y. (t • 

p 

~----

(2-16) 

*Whenever the phase error goes through 2'irradians, it is said that 
the loop has skipped a cycle, and whenever the phase error never 
varies outside an internal of size 2 'fr radians, it can be said that the j 
loop has locked. If the loop is capable of reducing the phase error 
to a small. enough value, say 1@'1< ir/6, then sin fJ::::; cJ. 
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fl"~ru-.U~J<, ttkc iil}p<lt]pvm~.&s c<ronS ists co£ modulation,. and of 

~~ ·:gp.ter···· ditrettotth:e rra:i::l.ralnn:rltt:ancdfd:h:e~~paeecraft relahve to the 

(2-17) 

mi(t)-!+ EP (2-18) 

I W_HPAKI\fp) 

! ln"h.B 8G\:l;ro v:e <':ef.:J:1:tcl.ti:onsstat-e:s ttha tt bh:re-r:e2a:rettwo~ l~ir1ds of errors. present 

I ~inttir-e li~p: tllie ce=urd:hre tto t W>e m<<IidUla tion is c ailed phase distortion 

- B.ttl:£err:eraa.m~r~m:n.::crr~etto<'..ad<il:q!;p:J):le-r~shifton the incoming carrie 

1Tk-e ss~a'<}y sstat:et~cii:bggee-rr:o-rccz.anr:be:::de te rmined by the final 

(2-19) 

;;~H~1\'PJ:e:ri ist f:..q;;;-6h,a:qg:eiintbhec-dlllss-e-rvedi frequency of a radio wave 
ccau;~.c~Bbl?yaatti..~err..aeeoofc6la? .. :x:rgeii:ntth:tece££e:ctive length of the path of 
ttl"avelbh~twlle!'<J:-nltJo;esSXDlUTceaa:ridLtb:er.-po:i:tltccifcobservat::..:·i-=o.:::n:.:. _______ ....J 
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variations d(t) may have, so the filter F(p) must be 

properly chosen. 

The doppler shift can be expanded in a Taylor to 

obtain [ 8,15 J. 

----- + X tn 
n -nl 

(2-20) 

\'lhere f1
0 

- Initial phase offset of ·the incoming signal 

from the free-running VCO phase. 

Sl
0 

-- Frequency offset of the incoming sig-nal from 

tl1e free-running VCO frequency. 

A = Doppler rate of the incoming signal frequency .. 
0 

X = n the time derivative of the incoming carrier 
0 

phase .. 

D ',n) C-l j- . ..-. /p2 . /.1 /p3 r = .'Po P -t· .l.Lo ·r ·(, 

Thi.s prod1.1.ces a steady-state tracking error given by 

p = .J..J.m P r· ;u + n ~ 1" { 2 (){ 
ss - - 0 0 

. p-o p+AKF{p} L- 2 
p p 

For a first-order loop F(p) = 1. 

+ /.lC!.1)~ 
3.J 

p 

§1 ss = lim } ·-+""'"'1-A_K_ [ ~ oP + n. o +AoJ} • 
p--o \ p 

It is interesting to note that (2-21) becomes 

{

= oO , 11 0 #. 0 

fd = n /AA, /l = o ss 0 0 

= o, ;i = n = o 
0 0 

The error is not hounded· if /1
0
#0. 

(2-21) 

~ss can be made small by adjustment of the loop gain 

if A = o .. 
0 

The loop will track any initial phase 

·_;.. 
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offset -9- with no steady-state error if ..0. = 0. 
0 0 

2-B. Lock Acquisition~ 2..L~2, 14J. -Assume only the d(t) term is 

present. For the first-order loop, the loop can track a function of 

the type 

-&(t) = rJ + .n t. 
0 0 

Whenever r is sn'lall enough that ~{t)~O; 
0 

(2-22) 

(2-23) 

For n is large, one can go back to the loop equation (2-15) with F(p) 
0 

= 1. 

~(t) = ~(t) + AK sin f)(t) 
p 

Differentiation yields the following: 

• • 
&(t) = (b(t} + AK sin ~(t) 

&(t) =.n (2-24) 
0 

!l = ~(t) + AK sin t}{t) (2-25) 
0 . 

The hequency error is given by @'{t) =!l(t). A phase-plane 

diagra1n of first-order lock~in can be constructed from {2-25) (see 

.Fig. 2-3). fJ will have reached its steady~state value when n = O. 

This point is stable, since after small perturbation of @' in either 

direction the system will tend to return to the stable point. 

It is clear from Figure 2-3 and {2-Z5) thatn(t) = 0 at any of the 

following values of rJ : 
ss 

fJ 
5 

s ~ n 1r :::: sin-
1 

(.n
0 

I AK) n = +0, +2, 

13 
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---·-·--------------------, 

rtJ =((n +r ll}n·H-sstn.Jhn 1 /A'f}.) 
ffi'S CO 

(2-26) 

sS:ali£.(:!--------. 

-rl-~-r---.-+-----+~--: >J 
/' 

< Q:t&l1JLnr 

(2-27) 

ih:ffiriitett:i:rnlei i>s r-r~qui::r:<idbhedio-ren ===00. 1---H<Sh\vever. i Hdt is~ agreed 
00 

'' "~tell ttlte =<l'!ri>.OS iHJnntlmmo ''>'Wlllbbet :til. a ttihinn err" qUi> e d' far the I 
ffi;y_;ste1.nttx:r[:pa;s;s£fn::lm-..z~-H<L<Och:k--ssmnJ C\tnJ h~...hl):}tdJossin~ (~(:O.i/AK) -S lock. 

' 00 00 

ttaa:<~;_q. = .. __ 2_2_-:----hln 22 (~se~) 
~~Kcoasv~ ~!ao~k 

' (2-28) 

sss 
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For example, if a loop is designed so that fJ :.:: 5 deg. when 
ss 

is 100 Hz, and lock is taken to be 5 deg., then the required pull
o 

in time is approximately 1 msec. 

2-C. Acg_uiring Lock in The Second-ord~:;: Loop With Passive Lo~ 
Filter. 

The second-order loop in most widespread use is one in which 

~he loop filter takes the form (see Fig. 2-4, below). 

F(s)=1+1
2

s 

1 + ,.1 s 

The equation {2-15) becomes 

&{t) = ~{t) + AK( 1 + 1 
2

s) 

( 1 + ) sin fJ(ij s 1
1

s 

second-order filter can follow a phase function of the type 

&( t) = B- + n ( t) 
0 0 
.. .. . 

.Cl
0

(t} = f1 + '1
1

CJ +AI~ sin f/, + AK 'T 
2 

cos CJ· fJ 
.. . 

= 1
1 

CJ + {l + AK1"
2

cos fJ) CJ + AK si:n !if 

(2-29) 

(2-30) 

(2-31) 

The steady state phase error <P is the same as for the first 
ss . ... 

loop, since f1 = CJ = 0. 

Rl 
o-----/V\t tz 

() 

El Eo 

0 
Ic 

{) 

Fig. 2-4. Passive Integration Loop Filter. 

L------------------------------------------------------------------
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.n = AK sin CJ 
0 ss 

-1 
(j = sin )J>.. /AK) 
ss 0 

{2-32) 

The loop can lock if AK > .n , but the phase plane trajectory that takes 
0 

CJ to CJ is not the simple sinusoid, and it will take the solution to 
ss 

(2-31). 

To simplify, the substitution can be made: 

...0. = df/ /dt .. 
CJ=dn_dn. dfJ _ _ndn 

dt - df) dt - dt • 

This produces the phase plane trajectory equation 

.n =('f" d.O.. 
o ldf/ + 1 + AKi2cos f/).U + AK sin f). 

(2- 33) 

(2-34) 

. B.y integrating (2-34), Viterbi has derived a necessary condition 

lonn : If lock-in occurs for all initial conditions of the VCO, then n 
0 0 

is bounded by 

j.O. I< 2 [ (AK) (1 + 1/2 AK7:2) J 1/2 
0 ,.-1 (2-35) 

and the time required to achieve lock is given by C8, 14:1 

t freq. acq. = (21f
2-r2)

112
(!__±_!) Jlo 

2 

- r --
T1 WL 

(sec) (2-36) 

2 
where r = AK T

2 
IT 

1
, and WL is the loop bandwidth. 

2-D. Tuning The VCO. - One can write the effect of the tuning voltag 

from (2-10), 

W (t) = W + K e + K Z(t). 
v 0 v v 

(2-37) 

The equation, above, can be treated as {2-15), except for a term K e t 
v 

subtracted from -&(t). 

16 



r ~{t) - K e =n(t) + AKF(p) sin tl(t) 
v 

(2-38) 

The lock-in points now occur at 

(2-39) 

By the proper choice of e • the steady-state error can be made zero. 

This value of e is clearly 

e = .n /K 
0 v 

(2-40) 

h1. the first-order loop, theacquisition time with the foregoing value 

of e becornes 

(2-41) In( 2 )" 
SLack 

~--~-------------------------__j 
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..------------------------ ·~ 

3~ THE LINEARIZED ANALYSIS OF PHASE-LOCKED SYSTEMS 
WITH STOCHASTIC INPUTS 

If the level of nXt) is sufficiently low, and if the loop is designed 

0 
properly, the phase error (if(t) should be very small ( ~ 30 ). Then 

one can justify that the loop can be analyzed linearly. 

3-A. Linear Loop Ana!Ys~. - In such a case, the approximation 

sin !J = (if, (3·· l) 

when inserted into (2-15), yields a linear equation rel2.ting the loop 

input and output 

"' &(t) = l;KF{p)_ [(if + !iW_] 
p A 

"' since !J = & - & 

"' "' &{t) = A~FJpJ { & - 'tt + :~t) } 
1\ 

1t(t) { l + AKEJ£2 1. = 
p ) 

TN ) · 
~. [ AKtr + Kn\t)]. 

p 

A rearrangement of the above yields 

A 

fr(t) = AKF(p) [ fr(t) + nXt) J . 
p+AKF(p) A 

(3- 2) I 

(3- 3) 

The output phase is the result of a linear filter acting upon the 

input phase process e(t) immersed in a norn1alized version of the 

loop noise, with the normalized factor in this case being equal to the 

rms signal amplitude A. The linearized n1.odel of PLL may be repre-

sented by the block diagram of Fig. 3-1, on the following page. 

The closed-loop transfer function H(p) of the PLL relative to 

the input signal tr{t) may be written by inspection from Figure 3-l as 

_____ .. _____ _ 
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r ----------------------------------------------------~ 
1\ 

H(p) = jt.J.El = AKF(p) 
6-(p) p+AKF(p) 

(3- 4) 

The overall loop transfer-function is related to the loop-filter 

F{p) by the relations 

F(p) = pH(£) (3- 5) 
AK ( 1 - H(p)J 

As with any linear filter, H{p) == H(jv,r) has some effective noise 

bandwidth WL, which can be written as [ 9 J 

.t. 1 l<()l 2 WL = 2BL=- H(w)l dw 
2.7r -cO 

(3- 6) 

where WL is the tw·o-sided loop bandwidth (in Hz) and BL is the single 

sided loop bandwidth. Note that the carrier passband has width 2WL. 

A rearrangement of (3-2) relates the phase errcr to the input 

processes: 

(O(t) = [ 1 - H(p) J -&(t) - H(p) n(t) • 
A 

(3- 7) 

The first term of (3-7) represents distortion due to filtering. -&(t) is 

affected by the doppler phase shift d(t} and the modulation m(t} as 

shown in the {2-17). The last term represents the phase error due to 

the presence of noise at the input of the loop. 

n~t) 

{t(t)_+_1-t--:!-'---'---'-~..__..::..._=-~--~HFil;.(:) I -

CO Equiv. rr"\+ 
K /S 

v 
\..~-1-

vco Noise 

~ig. 3-1. The 

n (t) _j 
Linear Baseband Equivalent Model of PLL~ 
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2 
The total mean-square phase errorE[()' J is given by 

(3- 8) 

The first term represents the transient distortion due to the 

Doppler shift, the second is modulation distortion, and the third is 

the mean-square phase noise. · The last twos being stationary, can be 

cmnputed by using inverse transfo1·mation of the power appearing at 

the filter output r: 9J. 

b rl 2 = - 1
- (ttO 11 ~ H{jw) I S .x{jw)dw 

VI 21f )_«> 

The rnean-square phase error is defined as 

n 1 dw 
S(~)(w)-

A 2 'if 

where 

2 
dw 

27r 

The integration term is exactly the same form as (3-6). 

J rJ2 = N W L = N B L 
0 0 -------

2A2- A 2 

2 
{Radians) 

(3- 9) 

(3-10} 

Thus the mean square phase erro·r due to therr.nal noise is equal to 

the noise powex to signal power ratio in the loop bandwidth. Since it 

is known that A
2 

is the power of the signal entering the loop, N /2 is 
0 

the two- sided noise spectral density in the loop, and WL is the two-

sided loop bandwidth. 

3-B. !:assive Integ-rator Loop Filter. - In practice, the carrier-

tracking loop filter of rnost widespread use is one in which the filter 

20 



takes the form (see Fig. 2-4). 

F(s)=1+'t
2

s. 

1 + ,..1 s 

For this case, (3-4) becomes 

H(s)=l+!
2

s 

1 +( 1
2 

+ 1 /.AK} s+()
1 
I AK) s 

2 

If the loop damping parameter r is defined by 

2 2 
r= AK1: = 4 '5 

2 

'11 

(3-12) 

(3-13) 

where'$ is the loop dam.ping, and it is asswned that r '1
1 

>> ·r
2 

(to make 

H(s) appear to have a pole at the origin), then the equivalent loop 

noise bandwidth ca.n be co:rnputed fron.1. ( 3-6). 

= r + 1 
?T . . ~ 2 

The loop transfer function is then 

H(s) = 1 + ( [ r + 1 J /_2 "\_V_L-1.)-'-s-·---~ 

1 + ( [r+lJ/2WL)s +. ( (r+l]/2WL)
2

s
2 

and the system damping can be computed fror.n (3-12) 

1 2 rl/2 
'S = l/2 ( 1 + -- ) 1 /2 - --

r'll r · 2 

1/2 
r = ,z 

where Wn is the natural frequency of the loop. 

(3-14) 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 

For r = 4. critical damping ('S = 1) occurs, and for r >4, H(s) has 

two real negative poles. For r< 4, H(s) is underdamped. It is 

conunon practice to design the system \Vith a darn.ping factor 

------------~-------------------------------~----------
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,....~------------~--.-----------------·----

~ = 0. 707, or r = 2, in ~.rhich case the trar1sient response phase ,J • 

error criteria would be optimum. 

For example, consider a lM-Hz clean-up loop for Mariner-

Venus 67 ranging and occulation experiment design. It is assumed 

1
that the following parameters are set: 7" 

1 
= 7600 sec, ·..-

2 
= 124 sec, 

-1 
and AK = 2sec • The loop damping ratio, the natural frequency, 

and the loop bandwidth can be found by use of {3 --13), (3-14) and (3-16) 

'S :: ~ ('I + _1_,~) = ]_ j AK 
2 2 AK 2' 1

1 

1 
('12 + AK) = 1. 0 Critically darnped 

Wn= R -I = 0. 01622 sec 

r + 1 W L = __ ...;;._..;........;;;..__,_ 
2 ·r 

2 
( 1 + '"12 I r ·1

1
) 

= o. 02026 

where r = AK'12
2 !-r1 = 4. o. 

··1 
sec 

l 

3-C. Perfect Integr~!£!· - Whenever an operational ampHfier is usedj 

in the loop, the loop filter can be computed frorn (3-4) and the active 

filter transfer function (see Fig. 3-2). 

----------

Fig. 3,.2. Active Filter. ·------------------

---o e 
0 

'rl =RIC 

~ = R 2C 

i 

l .!:.• 
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F(s) = A(sl
2 

+ 1) 
(3-17) 

1 +1
1

(1 + Ajs +1
2

s
2 

For large A 

F(s)::::: 1 + 1""2 s (3-18) 
---

't1S 

This loop filter gives the sa.n~e response a.s that given in (3-14), 

(3-15), and (3-16) when r'1
1 

>>lz' the loop with an imperfect inte-

grating filter (3-12) performs very much the same as that with the 

perfect integrating filter (3-18). 



r4. LINEARIZED ANALYSIS OF TRACKING FILTER 

The term "tracking filter 11 has come to describe a phase-locked 

receiver which is used either to track the carrier component of the 

incoming signal, or to demodulate its information, or both simultane 

ously. 

4-A. O£timum Filter For Frequency aJ?-d Random Phase Offset. 

Jaffee and Rechtin defined the total phase error, denoted by 

2 
.E [{8 T J, as 

. 2 2 2 2 
E[~T] =A. ET +~~ 

2 
+t:S ~ (4- I) 

in which A.
2 

is a Lagrange multiplier, a design pararneter related 

to the bandwidth of the loop. The term (:; is the total transient dis-

tortion, which is given by the equation 

€ T
2 = 

2

1

11 
·[cOlt - H{jw) I 2 

E [ D(jw) D(-jw)] • (4- 2) 

Minimization of E [ ~:] by choice of the loop transfer function 

H(s) specifies both AK and F(s). B~t the question now is, 11How does 

one choose H( s} to minimize E [ ~:] ? 11 Jaffee and Rechtin recogniz d 

that r...2 
E ~ + ~ 2 

could be computed by replacing Sx(s) in (3-9) by 

2 
>... E [ D(s}D{-s)J +Sx(s). This led them to the conclusion that 

E [ IJ:J is minimized whenever L{s) is chosen in accordance with 

the Weiner optimization tecr...nique, which yields the Yavits -Jackson 

formula. 

N 1/2/A 
L (S) = 1 - o 

opT _[_S_( s_)_J__,.=f 

S(s) = /\.2 E [D(s)D(-s)] + Sx(s) ~ N0 _/:_A_2_·~·-----

24 

(4- 3) 
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The bracket [ J + refers to ;-type cl11 square-root 11 factoring of the 

enclosed function, retaining in [ J +the left-hand-plane poles and 

zeros of the enclosed function only; singularities on the imaginary 

axis are equally divided between [ ] +and its mirror image [ ]-. 

The optimum tracking loop design is to provide the best filter 

to track a given doppler-phase polynomial d(t) of degree N -1. It is 

assumed that modulation of the carrier is absent. The form of D(s) 

is then 

t} 
D(s) = o 

s 
s 

= = Q(s) 
N 

s 

(4- 4} 

in which the degree of Q(s) is less than N. The filter specified by 

(4-3) is 

H T(s) = 1 
op + 

E [ Q(s)Q(-s)] J 
(4- 5) 

The second-order example of loop optimiza,tion occurs for 

d{t) = f)- + .n t, where -& is a uniformly distributed randmn variable 
0 0 0 

? 

over ( -ir, '1T) with variance "1r'""' /3. To find H T(s), one can insert 
op 

N::: 2 into (4-5): The denominator is (4-5) is 

t.An + 0 

N 1/2 
0 

The natural frequency is thus 

s 

(4- 6) 
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Wn =>..AJ1 
0 

(N / 2 ) tiz 
0 

The optimum filtering function is given by 

H T(s) = 
op 

s(2Wn 
2 + rr2 wn 

4 
) 

1 
/

2 
2 

+Wn 
3..n2 

0 

2 2 7r2W 4 1/2 2 
s + [2wn +in t J s + Wn 

0 

{4- 7) l 

(4- 8) 

Comparing (4-5) with {3-12) and (3-13). one can optimize the 

parameters: 

1 
'12 = Wn 

2 2 [z +IT Wn __ 

3 .0. 2 
0 

2 AK 
Wn =-

3.!1 2 
=-~a~ 

11 

2 2 
r = 2+n Wn 

311 
2 

0 

11'2 

1/2 
] = 'lr r 1 '2 

.n [ 3r(r ~2) ] 1 
0 

( 1" -2} 

WL = (r+ l).n 0 

2frT 
[ 3r (r -2) J 112 (4- 9) 

It is irnportant here to note that r must exceed 2 in optimized loop 

design. 

The Jaffee and Rechtin exan1.ple using e = 0 pi'oduces a result 
. 0 

somewhat different from that above. This corresponds to the case in 

which the loop is initially tracking with no phase error. 

12 

Wn 
2 

r 

WL 

= JZ/Wn 

= AK/1
1 

= 2 (so "$ = Oo 707) 

3Wn 
= 2(2}112 

\ 

when-& = 0 
0 

(4-10) 
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r. 
If the loop is optimally designed to lock onto an n.

0 
appearing at 

the bandwidth edge (n
0 

= 2 'iT bL)' the proper values of r can be com-

puted numerically from {4-9) 

r = 2. 282 

"s = o. 755 

,..2 = 1. 643/WL 

'tl = 1. 180 
WL2 

AK (4-11) 

The corresponding optimUITl loop transfer function is given by 

H (s)=1+(1.643/WL)s 
opT 1"+'(1.64,;...3_/~.W-L-)-'s!...;.;+_(l_._l_8_/_W_L__,2 ) s 2 ~ 

(4-12) 

If there is a small Doppler-rate term A (rad/sec 
2

) in d(t). 
0 . 

the loop with F(s) = {l+l,,s)/ 1
1

s has a stea,dy-:3ta.te error 
. .:.. 

I1
58

(Doppler rate)= Ji 
0 
'!l -= A.

0 
{r+l)lrad). (4-13) 

AK- 4r WL2 

When the imperfect-integrator loop filter F(s) = (1+ 'T 
2
s)/ 

(1 + i 
1 
s) is used, there is a steady-state growth in phase error 

2 
tj

85
(Doppler rate)----....:..IJ..o t = Ao(rj-ll (...!.. ·) 1\rad) •. 

AK 4rWL2 "11 
(4-14} 

These values are minimized, for a fixed WL
2 

and 'r
1

, by 

choosing r = l. Pararneters must be chosen to maintain less than 

about 30 degrees error in the loop. The r between 6 and 10 minimize 

the effectS of VCO noise, where as a value of 2. 282 minim.izes the 

I total phase erro~ in tra~king a fr~~uency offset1 an~ r = 1 provides th 

l.Eest Doppler-rate tracking capab1hty. Representahve types of 

2'7 



transient behavior are illustrated in Fig. 4-1 t 10, 15 J. 

a). Ideal integrator, frequency step. 

"oslop~~ 
zero steady~state ~ 
error 

b). Passive integrator, frequency step. 

e 
t 

c). Passive integrator, Doppler-rate input. 

t-

+ A-2. t 
AK 

Fig. 4-l. Response of Second-Order Loop to Various Inputs. 
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5. NON -LINEAR ANALYSIS OF PHASE-LOCEED LOOP 

If the loop gets sufficiently noisy, and if the linear representa-

tion of a loop is not predicated on high SNR 's, the significant accurac 

of linear analysis is lost. In such a case, the approximation sin (j = 

f1 {3-1) is not made. 

Tikhonov 11 12 and Viterbi were able to solve for the exact 

steady state behavior of the First-order loop by Fokker-Plank tech-

niques. It has been shown that for First-order loops, the steady-

sta.te phase error probability density function of the modulo 2 (see 

Fig. 5-l) is 

p((j) = exp (p los (j) 
27r Io (p) 

where p is the SNR in the loop bandwidth and 

p= 
l 

67l = 
2A

2 

NoWL 

sin (j 

Fig. 5-l. The Modulo 211'. 
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SNR, and becomes flat asp approaches zero (see Fig. 5-2). 

The zeroth-order modified Bessel function is given by 

exp p 
Io{p)- (2 'iT p) l /2 

and (5-l) becomes 

(GJ) exp(p{cos 11 -1)] 
p ""' (27r/p)ll2 

Expanding cos f/ in a Taylor series, one obtains 

2 2 l 2 
p(GJ) rv exp[(-pf/ /2)(1-2(1 /4o + 2r) /6 { ••• -1)] 

(2 1( /p) 
l/2 

:F·or large P• p{VJ') decreases rapidly with fj 

p(t1) = 

4. o I 
p(Gf) 3. 5 

3.0 

1.5 

(21T/p)l/2 

2 
p =A /{NoBL) ~ p-= 100 

0 

0 -0.811" -0.4tr 0 -0.47r -0.8tr 9!, rad. 

(5- 3) 

(5- 4) 

~ig. 5-2. First-order Loop Steady-state Probability Densities. 

; 

~ ' 
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_, ____________________________________ __ 
Viterbi has shown that the variance of rJ can be obtained by 

1 = 21'1' Io{p) 

1 = 2 '7r Io(p) 

1T 
2 

= ---
'3 

I 
'iT 

rJ
2 

ex:p(p cos rJ) d rJ 
-'Jr 

f_: 2 «!....., 
CJ [ Io(p}+2n~l In(p) Cos ni!Jd rJ 

n 
{-1) In(p) J 
nZ Io(p) + 4 ~1 [ 

Note that as the SNR 1 approaches zero, the variance 

(5- 6) 

2 
approaches 7f /3, which is the variance of a random variable that is 

uniformly distributed from - ·rr to +rr. 

5-A. c,yc]~ Sli£Eing E)_?, 17J. - A PLL "slips a cycle II when the 

n1agnitu.de of its phase error process exceeds 2 radians {see Fig. 

5-3)., The occurrence of a cycle slip is a random event depending 

on the nobe in the PLL and the deterministic phase error, and introi 

duces errors in Doppler tracking. Actually, there are two different 

paran1eters describing thi.s event: the mean tin1.e to first cycle sHp, 

and the average nun1.ber of cycle slips per second. 

slipping cycle 

rstable 
/ lockpoin 

I 

0 

·-----

L Fig. 5-3. Stable Lock Point and Slipping One Cycle. 
------------~--
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I The m.ean time to first cycle slip is defined as-the average tim 

the phase error takes to go from 0 to +21Tradians. Lindsey(l3] 

has shown that 
( 21TJ(j 

) [c-u(x)] exp[u(x)-u(fllflxd 

-211" -21r 

where 

c = 

and 

u(x) = 

J
27r 

exp ( u{x) J dx 

0 

J
2'IT 

exp[ u(x)J dx 

-211 

( t+l) c .... 
- --- t> OS X..::£.._ 

t ' 2r 

(5- 7) 

(5- 8) 

2 .!lo 
X -p AK X (5- 9) 

where 1· is the rnean tirne to first cycle slip, and u(x) is the unit 

step function. 

The probability of losing lock in t seconds has been shown by 

Lindsey to be given by 

{ 
-t/~ 

P slipping one or n10re cycles} = 1 - e (5-10) 

k 
P { K slips in t sec} = l_th-) exJ?.J-th-) 

Kl 
(5-11) 

L ______ _ 
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6e PHASE-LOCKED RECEIVERS 

6-A. Double Heterodyne Phase-Locked Receiver. - Phase-lee 

loop receivers of the double-conversion heterodyne type 

are employed by the deep space instrumentation facility 

IDSIF) and compatible spacecraft. The DSIF receiver config 

uration is shown in Figure 6-1. These receivers operate a 

S- and X- band and utilize automatic gain control (AGC) 

and a PLL preceded by a bandpass limiter. The heterodyne 

design is employed to translate the RF signal down to a 

frequency for which stable phase detectrs can be built. 

AGC is required to provide a signal whose amplitude is 

within the dynamic range of the amplifier stages. The band-' 

l!>as s limiter minimizes ·the total mean square error of the 

loop over a wide range of input SNRs. 

This receiver combines the advantages of two separat 

intermediate-frequency amplification(IF) to produce high 

gains with those of the PLL. Such a receiver can operate 

at very low signal levels with a great deal of stability, 

precision,. and reliability. 

The ·tracking portion of the receiver _operates as 

I follows: The input is assumed to be 

x
0

(t} = 2A(t)cos(w t+Q(t))+n (t) (6- 1) 
0 0 

where A( 1::) is a slmvly varying rms signal amplitude and 

n (t) is a wide-band noise \'lith density N • The input is 
0 0 

so 

[

mixed with a multiplied-up version of the VCO output, 

the first IF output process is 
________________________________ j 
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~Frequency ~ • Multiplier j I Run I T XMi I osc I I 

eg 

AGC 
,..-------+'I Amp &: ~ 

Filter Zagc 
(t) 

C(t) 
V2 (t) 

Mixer ~ 
Firs --~-® ,.. r:~edetection 

XI (t) Mixer t.r llter H{s) ' Input 1 
X o{t) 

v(t) 

I 

-......!TF v 

Sync 
Amplitude 
Detector 

A 
I I X(:f:) 

I· --1 ~~ D~. t 

Second I lBand-pas s-J .... ~ 
IF " Limiter 

x 1 (t) 

I I.Freq.ue~cy v, (t) z (t) 
1 Multlpher I 

Loop 
Filter 
F(s) XM 

e 

Fig. 6-1. DSIF Receiver Configuration~ 
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x1 ~t) ::::: K1 ~[2cos <w1 t+G-·G)+n1 (t}] 

vThere \<11 = w
0 

- wh, , K
11 

is the first IF gain 

first mixer heterodyne frequency, H times VCO 

quenc y. The first IF frequency is 

£ 1 ::= w1 /2'1r = (w
0 

- wh, )/21T 

The output of the second IF amplifier is 

K1f1 fJ2A ( t) cost ( w 1 -\vh) t+0-G+G1J +n2 ( t)] 

Again., the second IF frequency is 

£2 = w2/21T = ( w1 -\vh) /2 '1f 
). 

(9 
and wh,~s th, 
output fre- . 

(6- 3) 

(6- 4) 

If each of the IF amplifier's bandwidth are kno•vn, the 

overall IF bandi.vidth can be computed by 

WN = i LlH (j (l.v+t¥h )J/~ ~ jF( j\'d 1
2

dw 
--·---~ 

I H (j (\'Hvlh )JF { j~v) i 2.., 
.-bax 

J The first IF has much w:i.de:r bandv-1idth than does 

(6- 5) 

I 
the s econ:l, 

so tvH i.s essentially the WH(second IF filter H(s) nois 

bandwidth) .. 

* The first IF is controlled by an AGC voltage, and th 

* K1 , K1 can be set KI 1 K1 = 1/A (adjusted receiver attenua 
I 2. I Z. 

tion factor}, so ·the second IF output is 

x(t) =.J2Acos(w
2

t+G-G+G
1

)+ni (t) (6- 6) 

where n.(t) is the loop input noise, volts. This voltage 
l. 

t.·dll be '.J.pplied to a band-pass limiter whose __ s_aturat.iQr.t 

l:i.mi ts are :!: L volts.. The li:mi ter mean-square output is 

constant at L2 , of •.vhich 2{21./n-) 2 lies in the frequency 

zone about f 
2

• A signal component is present \vhose mean

square value is 2{2L<X/TI) 2 • the factor o~... 2 is then a signal , 
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limiter output in the IF zone is noise; it has total powe 

2 ( 2L/1!) 
2 

( l-d_2). The limiter out.put SNR .PL is a function o· 

~only [5,8,10,15,22~ 

J'L = c¢ /{ 1-~) (6- 7) 

The limiter output feeds a-phase detector in which 

reference input is the free-running oscillator used to pro 

duce the second II<, frequency; i .. e., for .some fixed Q
2

, 

v 
3 

( t) .--.-Ji.sin (M1 wh~+H1 G1-G2 ). 

The detector output is . 
r -\ 

y ( t) = Kd {JX"sin ·{I vl 
0 

-vlh '7 ( l+:M1 ) wh lt+0-0+ 

(l+M
1

)G
1

+G 2 }+n(t)). 

(6- 8) 

The constant Kd is ·the gain of the detector. \·Then the loo 

! is in lock, ·the multiplied-up VCO output must have as its 

frequency 

\'lh
1 

= w
0 

-(1 + H1 h-ihz... (6-10) 

The value of the IF frequencies ar·e thus directly related 

to fh! 

£1 = (1 + Ml)~hz (6-11) 

The heterodyne signal coming into the first mixer 

from the VCO ·through a mul·tiplier (M) will be 
A 

v(t) =cos{ wh~+ 1·1KdKv~ sin(G-.Q +(l+H1 )g1 
p 

+ HK n (t) J v v 
p 

(6-12) 

where Kv and nv{t) are VCO gain and equivalent vco input 

noise respectively. The receiver estimate of the incoming 

phase function 9(t) is given by 

~~pp~~x A for ~-§ynchronous detector AGC loop. ____ ~ 
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'-----·----------,--------------, 
A A 
Q = l>CKdKvM:F' ( p) {sin [0-0+( 1+~11 ) 0 1 ( t) +0

2 
( t}] +n :J-1} 

p 

+ MK 
--Yn ( t). 

p v (6-13) 

" If the detector ou·tput error ~=0-0+(1+H1 )o 1 (t)+0
2 

is smal 

the loop estimate is 
A 
O(t) 

(6-14) 

The term ( 1+1·1
1

) e
1 

+8 2 represents a heterodyne noise pres en 

in the loop. 

The AGC detector uses a 90 degree shifted version 

"'f ~·1 1 wh to derive the stabilized ampl.i tude of the signal; 
~ 

the input to the AGC filter and amplifier is 

ZAGC ( t) = -eg + AKD[ cos ~ + nAG<;:_( t) ] 

A 

where e g 
is the AGC gain (volts peak out)/(volts 

The loop transfer function H(p) is given by 

H{p) = IXKdKvt,lFF(p) 

-p+tXKdK 't·1FE' <. p )" v -· 

where F is the loop filter d-e gain. 

{6-15) 

. \ rms 1n1. 

(6-16) 

Note that the above equation is exactly the same for 

as ( 3-4) vri th ·the parameter AK replaced by 

(6-17) 
A 

So \vhen the receiver is tracking, ~=0 1-0+(l+M1 >o1+0 2 
is smalle There are, howeverg some other minor difference 
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bet1.veen the signal PLL and the double hetrodyne receiver, 

principally in the phase-detector outputs. It is necessar 

" to distinguish between e~ = 0-0, the loop tracking error, 

"' . and the .0=9-9+{1+111 )91+9 26 the loop detector~error. 

6-B~ The Costas or I-Q loop [5~18].·- In the Costas loop, 

the phase of the data carrier is extracted from the 

suppressed carrier signal plus noise by multiplying the 

input voi tages of the tvlO phase de·tectors with that 

produced from the output of the VCO and a 90 degrees 

phase shift of th;sd: voltage, filtering the results, and 

using this signal to con·trol the phase and frequency of 

the loop's VCO output {see Fig,. 6-2}. 

Let the receiver carrier. be denoted by 

y(t) "" 1,.[2 m(t)sin{w t + Q) + n(t} 
0 

(6-18) 

\>Ihere m ( t) = ± .l 'ilri th symbol duration T seconds, but the 

wideband Gaussian noise process { t\vo-sided spectral 

density of N /2) be represented by 
0 

n(t) =ftn'(th::os(w t +G) +J2 n2•(t)sin{...J t + 8) 
1 0 0 

(6-19) 

where the spectral density of ni{t} and n2(t) is equal to 

N /2 ;o .A·t the phase detector output one can 'vri te 
0 

z (t) = {;,(t}+J2Am(t)sin(!:J tt·8 )}{J2cos(w 't+B)} 
c 0 0 0 

A A = {n(t)I2cos(~l t+8)+2Am{t)sin(w t+8 )cos(w t+8)} 
0 0 0 0 

A = 2n
1
• (t)cos{w t+8)cos(w t+B)+ 

0 0 
A 

2n
2
• (t}sin(w t+B)cos{~t-1 t+B)+ 

0 0 
A 

2Am(t)sin(w t+B )cos(w t+B) 
0 0 c 

A 1\ J a: 2n.; (t){cos(w,}+B-w
0 
t-9} + cos{w

0 
t +8+w

0 
t+8)} 

__ 2 ----~-
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l 

;.__ __ .,. 
+ 2n;2(t){sin(w

0
t+B-w

0
t-B) + sin(w

0
t+8+w

0
t+B)} 

2 

= Am(t)[sin(B -B) + sin(2w t+B +B)1+ 
0 0 0 

A 

n1(t)rcos(8-8) 
A 

n2(t) sin(8-8) 

,, 
+ cos(2w t+8+8)J+ 

0 
,... 

+ sin(2w t+8 +8}J. 
0 0 

(6-20) 

The multiplier and the loop filter remove the double 

frequency terms. For this ca.se (6-20) becomes 

• A A 
zc ( t) =[Am ( t) +n2 ( t )] s1.n ( 9-e) +n

1 
( t) cos { 9-9) .. 

substitute the phase error ¢ A • = e - 9 l.nto above, 

{6-21) 

Output of the LPF one can have, letting G(p) denote 

the Laplace transform of the impulse response of the LPF, 

where n 1 (t) and n2 (t~ are independent Gaussian processes 

with spectral density N /2 and noise bandwidth W (band 
0 

limited by filter ni(t} and n~(t)). 

Now the output of the coherent amplitude detector 

(CAD) is given by 

Zs ( t) = [ n ( t) + J2Am ( t) sin ( w t + 9 ) ] • 
0 0 

""" 2ni(t)sin(w
0

t + 9)sin(w
0

t + 9) + 

2Am(t)sin(w
0

t + 
A = ni(t)rsin(9-9) 

1'\ 

ni{t)[cos(G-9) 

A e )sinh-7 t + 9) 
0 0 

A 

+ sin(2w t+9+8)~ + 
0 

1'\ 

- cos(2w t+9+9)J + 
0 

~ A 

Am(t) [COS(B --9) - cos{2\'l t+9 +9)J e 
0 0 0 

(6-22) 
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r .... 
z ( t: ) ::: Am ( t} cos0 ( t) - Am ( t} cos { 2w t + 8 + 8 ( t) ) 

s 0 
A 

- n1(t)sin~(t) + n{(t)sin(2wot +a+ 8(t)) 

After the data filter, one can write 

ys(t) =[AG(p)m(t} + n2 (t)]cos~1Ct)- n
1
(t)sin0(t}. (6-23) 

The stability of the loop can be found from the 

Costas loop transfer function. Since stability is a 

jfunction of the linear system, one can temporarily let 

!all the noise terms equal to zero. In this case the 

I 
!control signal, z(t), is given by 

2 . 
z( t) =A [G(p)m(t)sin0(t)][G{p)m(t)cos0(t)] (6-24) 

The phase of the oscillator is given by 

" 8 ~ K K F(p) z{tj 
mv_ 

p 

,... 
let K = K K and 8(t) = e -m v 

9 - y.i(t) = KF(£) z(t) 
p 

. .. 
and 0 = ,0(t) + KF(p)z(t) 

y(t) 

CAD 

Fig3 6-2o The Costas loop. 

~(t), one can write 

y t s 

{6-25i 

(6-26) 
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For sufficiently small phase errors one can \'lrite 

Q = ~{t)+KF{p)A2 (G(p)m(t)~(t))(G(p)m(t)). (6-27) 

One can consider two cases 

~'ii th very low data rate compared to BL, the loop 

noise bandwidth, one can have that 

e = ~(t) + A2KF(p)G(p)~(t) (6-28) 

and stability is determined by considering the closed 

loop transfer function 

H(p) = AKF(p)G(p) (6-29) 
2 p+A KF' ( p} G ( p) 

Case II: B ivm>> BL 

\'Jhen data is present and 9$( t) is narrowband compared 

I to the spectrum of m{t}, one can have that (6-27) becomes 

where 

m' ( t) = G { p) m ( t) = J ~ ( t - 'T) m ( ··r-) d 'r • 
0 

") 

By approximation, replace [m' (t)J..:; \vith its mean 

B = ~(t) + A2KF(p)[m{t)] 2~(t) 

(6-30) 

(6-31) 

(6-32) 

'rhe Case I is lass stable ·than Case II since G(p) 

adds at least one more pole to the open loop filter 

function. In the second case, the effect of the filter is 

to decrease ·the open loop gain by m2 ( t) which \·lould be 

normally negligible. In addition, note that \'Then data is 

present, if a sequence of all ones or zeros occurs, the 

I C::::se I equation holds .a The stability of the loop can be l __ 
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found by a root locus plot of (6-30 • 

One can now consider a phase error performance. 

Continuing with the noise analysis using (6-21) and (6-24) 

one can ha,re that the control voltage is given by 
- ... 2--- . . ..... . ... .... .... - .... -

z ( t} = [{Am( t)+n
2

) sin.~+n1 cos~][ {Am( t)+n2 )cos~-n1 sin~.f] 

= (Am(t)+n2 } 2sin0cos~+n1 (Am(t}+n2 )cos\(1cos~ 

-n
1

(Am{t)+n
2

)sin2;J-n
1

2cos0sinf6 

,. {(Am(t)+n2 ) 2sin2~ -· n
1
2sin2!'1 + n1 (Am(t)+n2) (1+cos2~) 

-n1 (Am(t)+r.2 ){1-cos2~)}/2 
= A(t} 2sin20/2 + Am(t)n2sir:2~ + n2

2sin2~/2. 

- n
1
2sin20/2 + n1 (Am(t)+n2 )cos2~. 

From (6-25) 

(6-33) 

B = {(A2/2 + Amn
2
+n//2 -n.

1
2
/2)sin2.0 + n

1
{Arn+n

2
)cos20}KF(p)/p. 

" Since .. e '"""' 9 - !J 

8 = ~{t}+A2KF(p)sinZ.0/2p + KF(p)[Amn2+n//2 -n1
2/4)sin2~/p 

+ KF(p)(Am+n2 )n1 cos2~/p. 

From (2-33)rt= 9, 
~ • 2 2 2 
8 :::. 0(t)+A KF(p)sin2~/2 +KF(p)[Amn2+n2 /2 -n1 /2Jsin2~ 

+ KF ( p) (P.m+n
2

) n
1 
cos2~. 

A rearrangenent of the above yields, 

~(t) + A2KF(pjsinZY-1/2 = KF(p)[{Amn
2
+n//2 -n

1
2

/2)sin2Jtl + 

(Am+n2 )n1 cos2~] +Sl..a 

• 
Now lett.ing 2$5 =~ , and 2fJ ::: ~P .. one can \vrite 

2 2 2 
~P +A Kf(p)sin~ = KF(p}[(2Amn

2 
+ n

2 
~ n

1 
)Jsin! + 

2(Am + n
2

)n
1
cns2 + 2.fL. 

(6-34) 

(6-35) 

It is not difficult to show that all the noise terms 

to the right of the second F(p), call them N(t), have a 
·-----·--·-------·---------·------
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correlation function given by 

RN(T) = 4(R 2 (~) + A
2

R (~)) n 1 n, 

Prom (6-35) one can write 

ilip + A2KF(p)sin! = KF(p)N(t) 

Again for small~, say Ll/6, then (6-38) becomes 

(p + A2KF(p))~ = KF(p)N(t) 

p = ~-F \:e ) N ( t ) 

p+A2KF(p) 

2 2 Multiply above A /A and 

(6-36) 

(6-37) 

(6-38) 

(6-38) is exactly the same form as (3-4}, so that the 

phase error can be computed .from ( 3-11). Hence 

6 !- = N 'B ( r ad. ) 
!:i.: o L 

(6-39) 

--;:4-
(j.,o 2 2 

2.BL = L . I ~::..w._ ) ~ 
-J.o I s+A2KF(s) 

(6-40) where 

vlhere 2BL is the loop noise bandwidth of the equivalent 

loop defined by (6-35) under the assumption W::>,.BL .. For 

narrow band loops, one need only cc...nsider the spectrum at 

zero, so 

SN(o) = No I = r~N(1-)d'7"' 
2 ·-~ 

(6-41) 

.For an ideal low pass data filter cf H-Hz {one-sided), 

one can write 
..0 

N I = 4 f [ R 2 ( 1"} 
_Q_ n, 

2 -~ 

----·--------·-------· 
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and fjj:r;raJ] ]:W, 

N: II = ZNT '12wi * 2NJ 1£\.72 
(ID (11) <lD 

22 

Hene:e: e:.: = Et;.N"kup-&41 

Q) Jlu ; <lD = 4'N: .F>..,. IT. Jl * m m ] 
A?! il_ IALL 

)' ~ ~2). Ct·-· - ""!' '<.-. ] 
.'1!:- =· j 

( 6-433)) b~~· 

6: nr
1
:2l. = NT IT,_ [_]_ -ii· NT w; ] 

)II Q) J.i1,i i (l)) 

-F"i ~I 
!£:.. N,_ 

((o:-4122)) 

( ( Ei->-4f33)) 

I Fmr me' c.:as;e' iili:L:a;.t: t.fre: d'a:rti:al. f:iHltrur ii,.s; al JJ.c!lW :Q.a.'ill33 s:ihn;r).lre 

'l 
I 
I 

I poLe: RC: fil.t:e:rr w&tfu rroili.s:-® b:andw.ili"rl:tltl WJ ((Wi = J:V'4R{l:))~. 0.ln:;e a: 

f'ind t::b:Gntt. lr ZJJ. 

R (( ~)) . NT W7 e -4-l'li(('tr)) 
1111 (l)) 

N." ll = 
OJ 

z: 

N; II = 22 NI ~72 
-H- Nr zwl 

<ID CD <lD 

72 

((H{ID1Hf:}) 

< ( o:Jo-4'ffi >) 

i 

((~77>> I 

I 
! 
I 

((6:-4E3)) I 

I 
.I Co:rrrp:accr:ii..s:arn lb:atw".e:em ((E£-4W)) and!. ((6)..48.i)) hJdrr:.c::a::t:es.; -tillrott I 

·------·----...I.J 



RC lo'\-1 pass filter reduces the variance from the ideal, 

low pass filter with the fixed noise bandwidth. 

Note that the Costas loop can be implemented with 

integrate and dump circuits (matched filter with sample 

and hold} replacing the LPFs in the in-phase and quadra

rure-phase arms, thereby giving improved noise immunity, 

however, integrating time and srunpling time become 

critical depending upon paticular data rate. 
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7. FUNDAMENTAL LOOP DESIGN 

7-A. ~Elication. - In this section, the design of phase-

locked AM receiver using Costas loop is discussed. 

Consider the two-phase synchronous detection system 

(Costas loop) as shown in Figure 7.-.1 C 19J. This is also 

called I-Q loop since this circuit uses two synchronous 

detection systems here for in-phase (!-channel) and ( Q-chan-

nel) quadrature detection. The mathematical expression of 

this process is already shown in the previous chapter. 

., Basic operation of this system is as follows: \vith no 

phase error, the VCO is synchronized with the input signal and 

the in~phase channel output will be desired signal while the 

I quadrature channel output will be zero, due to the quadrature 

I 
J relat-ionship of the correspondiug VCO and the incoming si'Jnal 

If a phase error is present, t:he output signal vlill be reduced 

'-vi-th some amplitude, hut othenvise no change will take place. 

the output of the quadrature channel shmvs some voltage, and 

this voltage will be either in phase or exactly out phase 

Inpu·t 

bJL. 7-~~li.J:"eceiye.£ using Costas loo._Q-=·------------.. 
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---------------------------------------~ 
fd.epending upon the sign of the phase error .. 'rhe output of 

phase detector will produce d-e voltage. After passing 

through the low-pass automatic phase control (APC) filter 

this d-e voltage is applied to the VCO and thereby effect 

the necessary correction of oscillator phase angle. 

The experimental receiver obtained by Chu 11 is 

shm~n in Figure 7-2.. '.rllis diagram is almost identical to 

the Figure 7-1 except for ·the addi.t.ion of an RF amplifier 

to provide the RF sensitivity needed and a squelchcicuit 

to eliminate the heterodyne whistle .. The problem with this 

type of system is obtaining a 90 degree constant phase 

shift.. The technique he used here is to design two neb;ork 

\vhose phase angles increase linearly -vli th the logari tlm 

1 o.f t.b.e frequency u.sed::: Th~t is • 

I ~l = C + log f ~2 - c + log Kf 

c log f 

I 

lcJ 

J 
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\vhere ~1 = 

SiJ2 = 

------------------
phase shift of network I 

phase shift of network II. 

Figure 7-3 shows the network configuration and the 

optimum relationships of the parameters must be found for 

the particular signal band (for AJ:.1, 500 KHz to 1700 KHz). 

By use of this phase shift, one can obtain a maximum devi 

ation of less than one degree over the N1 frequency range 

Th.e relationship of the parameters <all values in kilo-ohmr 

and pico-farads) are as follow: 

Phase Shill._! Phase Shift II -----·-----
R2 = SR

1 R2 = SRl 

R3 = R2/4 R3 = R2/4 

cl -- 98.4/Rl cl = 318.2/Rl 

,.. C./5 ,.. ·- c
1
j5 .... 2 ·- l ~2 

..... 4C? c3 4C '--3 = - 2 .... 

-e. 
~n 

Fige 7-3. + 45 phase shift network. 

I 7-B. Phase-Locked Loop Desiqne - The design of a PLL in- . 

olves tl1e determination of the type of loop required, selecl 

tion of the proper bandvlidth, and establishment of the 

desired stabilitye In this experiment, it is desired 
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output frequency 1.0 !-1Hz to 2 .. 0 HHz 

frequency steps 100 KHz 

lock-up time between 

channels 2 ms 

overshoot L 20% 

The forward and feedback transfer functions are given by 

(see Fig. 7-4): 

G(s) = KMKFKV H(s) = ~ (7- 1) 

where G(s) and H(s) are came from the servo theoryti The 

phase detector produces a voltage propor1':ional to the 

phase difference between the signals Q. and G /N. This 
~ 0 

voltage upon filtering is used as the control signal for 

the VCM (voltage controlled multivibrator) .. Since the VCM 

produces ··a f:rt".!quency propo.:Ltional to it.s 

I . . . . h ] . any t.J.me var1ant s1gnal appearJ.ng on t e contro . SJ.gnal 

will frequency modulate the VCH. The output frequency is 

f
0 

= Nfi during phase-lock, so that the programmable 

counter divide ratio KN can be found by: 

N min = f min 0 = 1 :t-lliz = 10 (7- 2) 

f. 
~ 

100 KHz 

N = f = max o max 2 MHz = 20 (7- 3) 
---f. 

l. 
100 KHz 

~i <s~rPhase, -flti!te~__l~ _ ~0 (s) 
fi L.!L __ _j K I ~ 

[J {s) I o 

J3o(s) --{rogrammabler! . soi {s) 

I N L ounter(+N) . 50 (s) phase error 
L~ig~.___;,7_-__;4:c..::•__;,PLJ ... ci~_cu~aramet~_r_s_. ___ · _e _______ _ 

phase input 
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K = 1/10 to 1/20 N 
(7- 4) 

Removal of the programmable counter produces unity gain i 

the feedback path (N::::l) .. As a result,.the output frequenc 

is ·then equal to that of the input. If the type 2 system 

is used, the transfer function become 

G(s)H{s) = K(s+a)/s 2 

where K is the loop g<:dn. and a is the constant. 

(7- 5) 

The root locus contour is shmoJTl in Figure 7-5. 'I'he 

root locus has tv.To branches beginning at the origin 'vi th 

one s.symptote located at 180 degrees., The center of gravit 

is s=a; ho\vever 9 with only one asymptote there is no inte -

·section at this point .. 'rhe root locus lies on a circle 

centered at s=-a and continues on all portions of the neg 

lative real axis.to the zero. The brackaway point is s=-2a 

The operat1.ng range of the VCH must cover 1 HHz to 2 

HHz .. Selecting the Iv1C4324 (Motorola} VCH control capacito 

according to the rule contained on the data sheet yields 

C=l00 pf. The desired operating range must be set at cen

ter vd thin the total range of the device. The transfer fund-

tion of the VCM is given by 

s-plane 

Fig. 7-5. Type 2 Second-Order root locus. 
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Kv = K
0
/s 

\vhere K is the sens i ti vi ty in radians per second 
0 

6 From the data sheet, K =11.2Xl0 rad/s/v. 
0 

6 Kv ~ ll.2Xl0 /s (rad/s/v) ( 7~ 7) 

The gain constant of the phase detector (HC4344 from Hoto 

rola 23 ) can be found from the data sheet and K.H=O.lllv 

rad .. Thus far, the parameters determined include K.l'l,Ko,KV 

~ leaving only KF as the variable for desig·n .. From ( 7-5) 

one can relate 

G(s)H(s) = KMK0~KF 
s 

then KF = s + a 
s 

= K( s + a) 
2 s 

(7- 8) 

(7- 9) 

This is the exact form for the perfect integrator {see 

I ( 3-18.U ,,, It can be shovm that the active filter as shmm 

I in Figure 3-2 will be able to simulate the ( 7-9} ., KF now 

becomes KF = R2Cs + 1 for large A (7-10) 
--RlCs 

The gain of the active filter is not infinite, a gain 

!Correction factor Kc must be applied to KF in order to 

experimentally to be K =0.5~ Then {7-10) becomes 
c 

KF = 0~5(R 2Cs + 1) 

· R
1

Cs 

(7-11) 

The loop transfer function is 

(7-12) 

The PLL circuit Laplace representation is shown in 

Figure 7·~6 .. The characteristic equation takes the form 
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C.E. = 1 + G(s}H(s} = 0 

2 = s + 0.,5 KHK
0

R2 s 

R
1

N 

One can relate (7-13) by 

s 2 + 2 'S"t-1 s + w 2 
n n 

Equating coefficients yields 

and 

0.,5 KNK
0

R2 = 23wn 
R

1
N 

(7-13) 

(7-14) 

{7-15) 

(7-16) 

A w can be determined by the step response curve 
n 

shown in the data sheet [23]. From the step response curv 

I it. is seen that a damping ratio = 0.,8 will produce a peak 

! overshoot less th:1n 20 % a.nd. 'tvi.ll settle t;o vlithin 5 :?'~ at 

\-1 t:=4., 5.. The required lock-up time is 2 ms. n 

w = 4.5/0.002 = 2.25Xl0
3 

rad/sece n 
r'rom ( 7-15) 

R1c1 = 0.5 KHKo 

""~ 2u n 

= .Q.~2J~!~_2:X:l06 ) = 0. 00614 

(2250) 2 (20) 

(7-17) 

(7-18) 

{l·lax:imum overshoot occurs at N which is minimum loop max 

K =R2Cs+1 
~ K =11.2Xl06 - F r.R C 

.1. "1 s 0 - s 

fN=lO 1 to zo 
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, gain) Let c = 0.56 l-1f. 

Then R
1 

= 0.00614/0.56Xln6 = 10$96 K-ohms 

use R1 = 11 k-ohms 

R2 can be found by (7-16) 

= 2 :> 
cw n 

= 2(0.8) = 1.269 k-ohms 

(Oe56Xl0-6 )(2.25Xl03 ) 

use R2 = lo3 k-ohms. 

(7-19) 

The loop w·as designed for N=20. The system response 

I for N=lO exhibits a wider bandwidth and larger damping 

I factor, thus reducing both lock-up time and percent over-

shoot. The -3dB bandvJidth of the PLL is given by 

w = w (1 + 2{~) 2 + (2 + 4~2 + 4f)l/Z,l/2 (7-20) 
-3dB n 

= 2~25Xl0 3 (1+2(0.8) 2+{2+4(0.8) 2+4(0.8} 4 ) 1/Z)l/2 

= 4.91 KHz. 

for a type 2 second-order system C6J. 

'rhe PLL circuit diagram is shown in Figure 7-7 and 

the transient frequency response of theoretical and 

experimental results are shown in Figure 7-8. 

Experimental results~ - The curve N=20 illustrates the -- ___ .... --.-....-, 

frequency response vlhen counter is stepped from 19 to 20 

thus producing a change in the output frequency from la9 

NHz to 2.0 NHz .. An overshoot of 18% is obtained and the 

1 output frequency is vlithin in 5 KHz (5 mv) of the final 

value one millisecond after the applied step. The curve N 

=10 illustrates the output frequency change as the counte 
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is stepped from 11 to 10. 

v cc 

-F -~i I 

r 
L 

Fig. 7-7. Circuit diagram of Type 2 PLLe 

Experimental 

Theoretical ~~i~~~e 2.0 _JilJ JJ=20P-+ 
(vo1t=MHz} ~~~ste~ped:fro~ 19 to 20 

1.9 1'1 , I . 

r 
r.::- Step npu 

l .. l ----~:~·\~ 'ste~.ped' fro 11 to 10 
I ': i I l.ofl'(;i=loPJ 

0 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Time (ms) 

Fig....!_ 7 .::Jb._Fr!!-ITllertc¥--:=tlme-respons=::!=-==:=--=-==-==-==...:::::==-======;;;.~-----



8. CONCLUSION 

The phase-locked loop is a practical device for the 

detection of digital and analog modulated signals. 

Compared to the purely coherent detector, its performance 

is lower since phase reference is derived directly from 

the noisy signal. It does offer the advantage of being 

able to track a signal that changes in frequency due to 

instability or doppler shift. 

It can be shown through the experiment that the 

design procedure of PLL is straight fonvard .. However, 

each design must be an individual attempt to synthesize 

the optimum networks for the given problem. Only after 

this procedure has been completed may an evaluation of 

the improved p. .. ;rformanGe be determined., 
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P .. PPENDIX A SYNCHRONOUS DETECTOR AGC SYS'F.i!m1iS 

iii th the AGC device in Figure A-:E, t:h.e A.GlC Vtlll:Eita(~e 

C(t) is given by 

C(t) = C(p)[a(t) + (20 

where a(t) 

log e ';' ~n-- «·tt» * e . Jl. 
q 

20 log cos ¢(t) - K. J! r 1 

= 20 log A(t) (dB-voLts2 ) 

((A.- ].J I 

C(t) = KAGC 

KA ( l+KAGCY( s) } 

KAGC = KA:,gKc. _ 
20 log e 

and Y{s) is the AGC loop filter an.ci K is t::JJ:e adju;s;ted .r 

receiver attenuation \·lith no AGe:, $ .. 

The steady-state mean va1.ue af AGC: ·v:a,I.taqe C: .is re.la 

I ted ·Lc· ·the inpu::: signal streng-!::h a r~.w 

a - Krec + 20 log (KD) +(-=1._.· )I C: * 
-·-; eta» I 

eg 

(10 log e) 2 ((A.- :u 

where K = K + 2 0 log ( K0 /e ) an'd C(( a)) is p = <ID. rec r · q 

At the steady-state a( t) be.c:crmes a andl c~:t~ hec:aimes 

c .. From (A-2), given c·, one can infer a. va..l.o:.e a:E a. 

The AGC voltage fluctuates: w:i.th. noise; i.ts steady--

1----4--------<·--t·Synchron.uu:s ! 

A J2cos ( -vr t+ Detec:ror 
-~~~----~ 0 

Indicator c { t) Q ( t L_) +nk_{ _t /=x: l AGC: loop 
-~----+---t:A~G~C:.__:A~m~, PE.:." ~ t- f.· . r C-' J_ . . 

Fig. A-1 .. A synchronous-detector A.GC I.a.ap .. 
---------------- -------------------------------~ 
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state variance is given by Tawsworth. 

var c = Ezo log el 2 (~::0 )+ 2(10 log e)
2 

6
4

wcJ c2
(0} 

WL 

(A- 3) 

where N 
0 = two sided noise spectral density, 2 volts /cps 

62 = the phase noise variance (3-11). 

As the carrier signal level increases, the departure 

from linear behaiver deviates due to deviation of phase 

detector and non-logarithmic amplifier characteristic. 
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